
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of business
risk manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this
is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for business risk manager

Is primary BU resource for all matters relating to Blocked Account
Agreements
Assists MD/RMs with the correction of any account and service agreement
out of order situations
In conjunction with the MD/RMs, works closely with and, when necessary,
negotiates with other RBFG business units to ensure that product and service
needs meet general BU and client specific strategies
Assists MD/RMs with development of protective strategies in cases where
client risk rating is declining to or below desired thresholds
In close conjunction with the MD/RMs, monitors portfolio quality (BRR’s,
external debt ratings, etc)
Coaches MD/RMs on risk issues, impact of amendments to documentation,
impact of non-standard documentation
Is a core liaison officer with GBSC for matters related to account and
service/product documentation
Performing targeted operational risk reviews and control assurance activities
Analysing and preparing periodic board and senior management reporting on
the operational risk profile of businesses in the region
Analysing operational incidents (including root cause analysis) to identify
control improvements necessary and ensuring actions are implemented by
the CAF business
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A Bachelor’s degree or equivalent experience with major or minor in
computer science or related field
Spanish and/or Portuguese language skills preferred
To periodically assess the effectiveness of operational risk management
across our Asian businesses (ie
Business analysis and experience with gathering and writing business
requirements and other related project documentation
Ability to engage and establish relationships with multiple stakeholder groups
(Front Office, Quantitative Strategies
5+ years of operational risk management experience


